education, many people presupposed. Over the last century and a half, roughly since Horace Bushnell's highly regarded Christian Nurture, the academy of religion has increasingly relegated the subject of children to the area of religious education. 4 When I considered prominent texts in religious education in my quest to articulate a theology of childhood, however, I did not see them as helpful. Why, I wondered? Had I seldom turned to acclaimed works because of unfair, uninformed stereotypes on my part? Or are there problems inherent to the state of the study of childhood in religious education? Many scholars suppose the field has a fundamental investment in children, but few, I discovered, have actually stepped back to examine conceptions of children in religious education. A closer investigation reveals that the field is less interested in children than often imagined.
5
Material on religious education, including denominational literature, is extensive. I am not talking here about denominational publications, which do in fact often focus squarely on how and what to teach children. Instead I refer to one particular strand within the academic scholarship of the last two to three decades in the United States that has had impact on views of children. 6 To understand and evaluate its influence, I organize selected scholars into three groups and investigate as illustrative two scholars in each group, plus one figure who defies cutand-dried categorization: modern figures James Fowler and John Westerhoff, transitional scholars Craig Dykstra and Charles Foster, new postmodern spokespersons Elizabeth F. Caldwell and Bradley Wigger, and "Godly play" theorist Jerome Berryman. 7 This typology and my selection of scholars hint at my argument. I chose Fowler and Westerhoff as representative because for a quarter (Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame, 1997) , Let the Children Come, Horace Bushnell, Christian Nurture (1908; repr., Eugene, OR: Wipf & Stock, 2000) . 5 In my interest in children, I have been drawn beyond my field of pastoral theology and into a companion field in practical theology. I suspect, however, that I could draw analogous conclusions about the state of childhood in pastoral theology where the focus has been primarily on care for adults in crisis and less so on children. 6 The situation in the United States is different from other contexts, such as Europe and Africa, where there are different scholarly influences and broader political and social commitment to children as a shared responsibility. 7 For the purposes of my argument, I do not attempt a full exploration of other important figures and diverse models that have characterized the field. For helpful overview of the field, see Jack L. Seymour and Donald E. Miller, Contemporary Approaches to Christian Education (Nashville: Abingdon, 1982) , and Theological Approaches to Christian Education (Nashville: Abingdon, 1990); Richard R. Osmer and Friedrich Schweitzer, Religious Education between Modernization and Globalization (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2003) ; Mary C. Boys, Educating in Faith: Maps and Visions (San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1989) ; and Thomas H. Groome, Christian Religious Education: Sharing Our Story and Vision (San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1980) . century they have established a powerful precedent for the field. Although their work is heralded as primary, their classic texts, I will argue, are more concerned about adulthood than childhood. They overshadow scholars in the decades before them who did explicitly address children. 8 In different ways Dykstra and Foster express subtle unrest and dissatisfaction with this status quo. However, it is ultimately Caldwell, Wigger, and Berryman who, in contrast to the other four, address children most directly. They typify a new generation that has turned attention to childhood but whose work has received insufficient attention thus far. 9 To be clear at the outset, I am not arguing that Fowler and Westerhoff ignore children or that they did not appreciate children's faith. Both Fowler and Westerhoff did spark new appreciation for faith in childhood and laid groundwork for the current interest in children. Nor am I suggesting that scholars in the field as a whole have not had an interest in children. Several have studied children. 10 Rather, I maintain that dominant voices that have received considerable attention and wielded significant influence over the past two decades tended to focus on adulthood more than on childhood. They seldom approached the kind of theological reflection on children that transitional figures desired or that has just begun to surface among new scholars. One implication of this argument is the simple conclusion that children should figure more prominently in religious education. Moreover, the subject matter of children is of sufficient importance that it need not be just the responsibility of those in religious education but deserves greater place in theology more broadly.
Analysis of the work of these scholars reveals a general shift, I suggest, from interest in generic, universal, adult development to exploration of the particularities of children's faith. This shift corresponds roughly with the shift from modern to postmodern understanding of religion. The modern research of Fowler and Westerhoff arose at a time when people esteemed value-free science and desired Christian ecumenical dialogue. Renewed interest in children, toward which Dykstra and Fos- 8 See, e.g., Iris V. Cully, Christian Child Development (San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1979) , and her earlier book, Children in Church (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1960 ter hint and which Caldwell, Wigger, and Berryman develop more fully, corresponds to several larger postmodern changes, including recognition of the limits of science, state, and market in solving complex social problems, new regard for the public role of particular religious beliefs, acceptance of a non-Christian pluralism, major gender role changes, and heightened anxiety about and attention to children.
classic modern figures: becoming adult
Shortly after Gail Sheehy's Passages topped the best-seller list in 1976 and for more than a quarter century since then, Fowler's Stages of Faith has held sway.
11 Scholars and laity have been captivated by the clarity of his contribution, the usefulness of stage theory, its empirical documentation, the ecumenical appeal to believers and nonbelievers, the combination of personal and scholarly tone, and the relevance of questions about ultimate values. Avoiding technical jargon, Fowler initiates an imaginative conversation between Erik Erikson, Jean Piaget, and Lawrence Kohlberg and their models of psychodynamic, cognitive, and moral development. He enriches their claims by adding faith, drawing significantly upon H. Richard Niebuhr. He outlines a six-stage evolution beyond the primal faith of infants, from the literal, mythic beliefs of children through conventional commitments of young adults to more universal, self-transcending ideals in later life. Within each stage, he measures change in moral reasoning, ego perspective, religious symbolization, worldview, locus of authority, and radius of social relationships.
In designing this schema, Fowler makes important claims about the nature of childhood. Throughout his research, he takes young children's imaginary life quite seriously. Children are immensely responsive to the religious nuance of the images and stories that surround them, as personal illustration vividly attests. Even quite young children have a potential for creative religiosity. Of special significance for Fowler: adults should not exploit this sensitivity by badgering children with overly rigid, fear-inducing doctrine, such as accounts of the devil or the punishment of hell. As psychologists establish, this burdens the young with destructive patterns of guilt and shame and impedes healthy growth. Children and adults who move past stage-two instrumental bargaining with God and the conformity of stage three demonstrate greater overall maturity. The character and quality of institutions and groups make a difference in provoking or suppressing the self-reflective, self-transcending faith of higher stages.
Academicians and educators have made good use of the theory. Among academics, Fowler has a national and international reputation as the unequivocal expert on faith development. In church circles, Christian education directors have found distinctions between less mature and more mature faith helpful in understanding children, designing curricula, and assessing children's cognitive and moral readiness for grasping particular religious ideas.
Nonetheless, many people voice a variety of concerns. 12 Few scholars, however, connect criticism of Fowler's theory with an inadequate understanding of children. Yet closer inspection reveals ways in which many of the identified problems limit perception of children. In particular, I identify several assumptions about adult faith and childhood that impede understanding of children and their religious formation.
Foremost, although Fowler makes general claims about children, his primary subject is not the child but the individuating adult who is looking back over life to judge where one stands and where one is going. Even though one of his early essays locates stage theory in re-lationship to family, he talks less in Stages of Faith about "being children today" or "raising children in faith" and more about "becoming adult," as his second book is titled.
13
Developmental knowledge about childhood often actually targets adults more than children. The aim is to help adults understand stages through which they pass on their way to greater maturity. Enhancing children's lives is an indirect consequence: "I believe that when a community expects and provides models for significant continuing faith development in adulthood," Fowler concludes 
18
In later explications of his theory, Fowler does amplify psychological characteristics of the initial stage of "primal faith" in infancy. A symposium on public advocacy for infants and children in the mid-1980s prompted him to publish an essay devoted to early childhood that lays out new discoveries of Daniel Stern and Ana-Maria Rizzuto about the relational capacities and dynamics of god imagery, material that appears again in Faithful Change.
19 Later in the same symposium publication Fowler urges consideration of children as a wider public church issue. Churches should support families in their efforts to provide value, meaning, and traditions for children.
20
Fowler's definition of faith, however, further limits his understanding of children. He defines faith in the most generic sense as a "verb." It is a way of making and preserving meaning "prior to our being religious or irreligious."
21 He purposively focuses on universal values and cognitive structures of faith instead of substantive dogmas and faith differences in order to reach a more diverse religious audience and the wider public of nonprofit organizations, public schools, and prisons.
This differentiation between the formal structure and the particular content of faith is unwieldy with children, however. For those who nurture children, there is no easy distinction between how one makes meaning in a generic sense and the specific practices, rituals, traditions, stories, and convictions that hold meaning. Children's faith grows precisely in the very midst of particular beliefs and practices that Fowler sees as most susceptible of "idolatrous distortion."
22 For a child, there is no such thing as a faith that is "beyond the specific domains of religion and 22 Ibid., 5, 9, 293. belief" or "deeper and more personal than religion." In his interest in empirical documentation of the structural forms of faith, he acknowledges that he has collapsed into common terms "a great variety of different 'contents' of faith." He tries to get at the latter using categories from Niebuhr of "centers of value," "images of power," and "master stories." 23 But his usage of these terms still has a highly abstract cast. He does not talk about the many varied ways value, power, and story are preserved and conveyed in children's lives-what particular beliefs and practices are passed on to children and how that content is conveyed, a question that neither parents nor churches can ignore.
One final characteristic impedes genuine theological encounter with childhood. Fowler mostly avoids complicated questions about wrongdoing, evil, corruption, and reconciliation or, in traditional Christian terms, dynamics of sin and grace that are, despite the misuse of these terms with children, still of import in their lives. Children and adults have a "nascent capacity" for meaning making, as he argues.
24 But most religious traditions acknowledge an equally powerful proclivity toward self-preservation, ethnocentric group loyalty, violence toward others, and the tragic loss of meaning. In an essay on early childhood, Fowler offers some "preliminary thoughts" about original sin, conceding that transgression threatens each developmental stage. But sin and transgression are primarily adult categories, he says. Children are more prone to "befallenness" or the alienation "due to circumstances utterly beyond our control." 25 Although this respects children's vulnerability, it also tends to shortchange their spiritual complexity and moral agency.
Again, Fowler is not alone. He follows a trend in most post-Freudian psychology that presumes that children who are surrounded by a rich environment of healthy relationships will naturally acquire the needed internal emotional and cognitive structures of faith. In cognitive structural understanding, it is assumed optimistically that people can "think their way into goodness," as Dykstra observes.
26 Yet many religious traditions recognize that neither goodness nor faith emerges so spontaneously. They exist side by side with potentially corruptible, distorted, and misdirected desire and involve an incremental accretion of 23 Ibid., 5, 9, 273, 293 trust and responsibility in childhood and youth as well as failure, accountability, reprieve, and dependence on powers beyond the self. 27 Westerhoff appears to provide a suggestive alternative-particularly in his books Will Our Children Have Faith? and Bringing Up Children in the Christian Faith, published, respectively, a few years before and after Stages of Faith.
28 He speaks more directly about his own "inadequacies" as a parent, imposes limits on psychology, searches for other models for growth, and locates faith securely within the ecclesial community. His book titles themselves explicitly name and feature children.
In contrast to Fowler, Westerhoff argues, "We have assumed that the more we know about people and learning, the more effective will be our educational efforts." Instead, we need to reshape the very "institutions within which people dwell."
29 Moreover, in contrast to the inherent hierarchy of stage theory, faith forms like the addition of rings to a tree as children move from "experienced" to "affiliative" to "searching" and "owned" faith. The tree does not become "more truly a tree" or a better tree; it "only becomes more complex." 30 Westerhoff also makes some basic claims about children that have a more pronounced theological bent. Children deserve respect as equal participants in religious life and as part of God's promise and not as a means to some other, adult end. Indeed, children are normative for faith. He offers five specific mandates for sharing faith with them: tell faith stories, enact religious rituals, pray together, talk about religious questions, and engage in faithful service and witness.
Most important, faith has little to do with cognitive categories. Westerhoff stands directly in line with a long stream of educators going back to Bushnell in the nineteenth century and George Coe and C. Ellis Nelson in the twentieth, who all proposed a socialization model of faith formation rather than a didactic model of informational instruction. If children are to have faith, they must experience its distinctive expression within a small intergenerational community, grounded in the rituals of worship and joined in social efforts to fight political and economic injustice, and not sequestered in the educational "wing" of the church. Children Have Faith? stress the important role of family in this process. 32 Practices such as religious rites of transition and family retreats exemplify the beneficial influence of church and family.
On the whole, however, even in books with "children" in the title, Westerhoff talks more about adult crises in religious education than about children and family. In other words, he writes wonderful books on faith. They are not exactly books on children. Those who review his most influential book, Will Our Children Have Faith? have done so with hardly any mention of children at all. 33 One reviewer finally pinpoints the problem: Bringing Up Children, she observes, "might have been [better] subtitled Bringing Up Father and Mother." 34 Westerhoff responds to general criticism that he has not been attentive to children by explaining in Generation to Generation, "What I'd like to make clear once and for all is that I am very concerned about children. It is because I am so concerned about them that I recommend we center our attention on adults." 35 The present adult generation's loss of faith is of greater concern than the next generation's acquisition. 36 Just as Fowler focuses his stage theory around "becoming adult," Westerhoff molds his theory around "reshaping adults," as a later chapter in Generation to Generation is titled. His book on bringing up children insists the problem "does not lie so much with our children as with ourselves. We adults need to be born again." 37 Even his depiction of the five activities of narrative, ritual, prayer, inquiry, and service that he offers as a guide to raising children in faith can almost be read without knowing that they pertain to life with children at all.
Many social and historical factors play a role in this eclipse of children in Fowler's and Westerhoff's work. Christian education did not emerge as a completely distinct discipline until the early twentieth century. It was extensively influenced by liberal theology's emphasis on religious experience and growth, although this was tempered somewhat by mid-twentieth century neo-orthodoxy.
38 Early twentieth-century churches and scholars sought to professionalize Christian education, partially in reaction to the powerful nineteenth-century Sunday-school movement in the United States and England designed around conversion and moral formation. They relied heavily upon new information about children in the social sciences and followed trends in general education that moved away from instruction and indoctrination and toward lifelong learning through interaction and experience. 39 The focus until the 1960s was almost wholly on children and youth.
The literature of the 1960s that shaped Fowler, Westerhoff, and others reacted to this emphasis on children by asserting the value of education not just for children but also for adults. This coincided with a general shift in the mainline church away from a domestic Christianity centered on the family as the primary agent of religious formation.
40
Scholars in religious education also faced a whole array of other challenging issues, such as religious pluralism, gender and racial diversity, and globalism, that demanded serious attention and furthered the subtle disappearance of the study of the child.
Gender dichotomization also contributed. 41 Prior to the 1960s, church and society largely delegated responsibility for children to mothers, women, and female Christian education directors and teachers while men took charge of adult worship and scholarship. 42 In the 1960s and 1970s, scholars wanted to solidify religious education's place in the academy as a central theological discipline, and they did so in part by distancing themselves from women, children, and Sunday school. Women 38 Karen G. Massey, "Christian Education Developments in the Twentieth Century," Review and Expositor 96, no. 3 (1999) scholars have made major inroads in the last few decades, but until recently their scholarship has focused only occasionally on children, perhaps justifiably avoiding the very stereotype that would presume children to be their sole interest.
transitional figures: congregations and families
Closer inspection of the field reveals hints of dissension even as Fowler and Westerhoff first formed their ideas. Both Foster and Dykstra assert the value of interpreting faith in terms of particular beliefs and practices rather than according to its universal characteristics. It may even be the explicitly confessional nature of their research that, in contrast to Fowler, jeopardized its reach. Whereas those who "know nothing of faith," as Fowler says, can locate themselves within his framework, Foster and Dykstra appeal to those steeped in the tradition. 43 If this audience restricted the consideration of their work, it is unfortunate because it has meant the loss of other ways to understand children and faith.
Dykstra and Foster share several qualities that build on Westerhoff's scholarship and mark their place as transitional scholars in the study of children. They challenge optimistic renderings of life cycle theories that ignore the fragile, anxious, and self-deceiving quality of human life. They question the tendency of psychology to liken mature faith to strength, progress, and rationality. They confirm the extremely important role of religious communities and families in guiding and sustaining children's formation. Finally, they see shared participation in key practices of religion-prayer, worship, service, and so on-as essential for children's faith formation. Whether their work stemmed the tide behind the captivation with Piaget, Kohlberg, Fowler, and stage theory is another question.
In Vision and Character, Dykstra questions what he calls Kohlberg's "juridical ethics" of principles, rights, and duties. The clarity of Kohlberg's categories comes "at the expense of a rich description of the manifold complexities of the moral life as we actually experience it" within particular communities. 44 Even the term "development" misleads educators because it assumes that maturity rests primarily upon acquiring ever-expanding capabilities and diverts attention from the 43 kind of practice necessary to moral growth. 45 Outgrowing egocentricity involves a complicated process of lapses, distortion, reconciliation, and revelatory transformation. In contrast to a "juridical ethics," a "visional ethics" that includes confession, repentance, fellowship, discipleship, and biblical study "accounts for more of what the moral life involves." 46 Participation in such practices is essential for growth in faith.
Dykstra's most pointed critique appears at the conclusion of a 1984 essay reviewing the developmental literature. Developmental theory "describes important dimensions of the religious life, but it does not define the purposes and goals of religious nurture for any particular faith or even necessarily chart out the major turning points."
47 Life cycle crises do not necessarily prompt growth. Growth is better situated within particular faith traditions that have for centuries attempted to understand the evolution of virtue, spiritual discipline, and faith. He reiterates a point made in his first book. Developmental theory cannot account for moral and spiritual growth because it tracks the development of certain "capacities." Moral and spiritual growth is not, per se, a matter of capacity. It is a matter of the "use to which those capacities are put, the way in which they are 'activated' in concrete, historical circumstances," what he will later call a "way of life." We need to look at the "details" of the lived life rather than at abstractions. 48 Dykstra does not make much mention of children either, however. When he does, he mostly falls back on common conceptual categories borrowed from Piaget and Kohlberg that characterize childhood as a time of concrete, playful imagery and adolescence as a time of formal operational thought. He does not attempt to trace how his own primary categories of prayer, repentance, and service unfold in childhood. Practicing these disciplines is an "adult activity." They are "not disciplines that children are capable of undertaking as disciplines, consciously and intentionally." Children only enact them "as acts" sporadically and spontaneously, an interpretation that his more recent writing on the life of faith seems to rescind. to spelling out how the biblical tradition has defined children as gifts from God, bearers of religious tradition, and religious agents. The child is a powerful metaphor for adult faith and, at the same time, a living, breathing partner within the faith community, although Foster tends to emphasize the child as exemplary model more than the child as a real and ordinary dependent person. Yet, because Foster is convinced that children have formative impact, he avoids Westerhoff's emphasis on adults as the primary subject, while enriching one of Westerhoff's key claims: isolating children and youth according to age groupings to make corporate life more manageable stifles their potential for sanctifying the mundane. Most important, Foster rethinks definitions of adult and child and assumptions about mature and immature faith. The Jewish and Christian traditions call all people children of God. The "differences in maturity between the youngest child and the oldest adult," Foster contends, "are very small when contrasted with the differences between the faithfulness of any human being and the faithfulness of God." 51 There is, then, a paradoxical relationship between childlikeness, defined as recognizing our dependence on God, and mature faith, defined as greater consciousness of "who we are as we are known by God." 52 In short, there is no assurance, both Dykstra and Foster seem to imply, that simply by growing up in other respects-physically, intellectually, and so forth-we grow in faith.
Nevertheless, both Dykstra and Foster lack important strengths of Fowler's approach-his use of empirical research within the broader hermeneutical task of practical theology and his wide public audience. And neither returns to children in any extensive way in later publications.
Their recent scholarship, however, prepares the ground for renewed attention to children. Foster challenges congregations to dismantle educational programs that fragment families, to create ways to build family networks, and to reinforce family faith practices and connect them to the congregation's liturgy and mission.
53 When Dykstra redefines the key educational task in a 1999 book, Growing in the Life of Faith, as teaching "all the basic Christian practices" to children, youth, and adults together, he counters his prior judgment that children practice 51 Ibid., 104-5. 52 Ibid., 92. 53 Charles R. Foster, "The Changing Family," in Moore, Religious Education as Social Transformation, 37-65, and Educating Congregations: The Future of Christian Education (Nashville: Abingdon, 1994) . them only occasionally. The "faith of children is essential in the faith of the whole church," he claims.
new postmodern voices: welcoming children
Whereas these modern and transitional scholars mostly speak to adults who need, as Fowler said in 1981, to "revisit their earlier years," a few recent scholars have made children and the adults who raise them a more central focus. Wigger and Caldwell are illustrative of this. They draw on their own experience as ministers and as parents or parenting figures more than on empirical quantitative study, and they turn to scriptural resources and history to support their proposals.
Indeed, Wigger and Caldwell represent a different generation of child rearing. Westerhoff dedicates Bringing Up Children in the Christian Faith to his wife, who "assumed the larger role," and to his children, who "loved me even when I ignored them in my preoccupation with the nurture of other children."
55 Wigger dedicates his recent book to his children and does not portray himself as an absent father.
56 Although he does not explicitly describe his convictions about fatherhood, one senses through his personal stories that he assumes a central responsibility for his kids alongside his wife. One also gleans a picture of Caldwell, based on her account of her nieces and nephews, as someone who takes her role as aunt within her extended family beyond a superficial level to interactions of real intimacy. In fact, as she attests, she wrote a major part of a book on youth while on sabbatical living with her sister and family.
57
Although neither Caldwell nor Wigger overtly claim a practical theological method, both begin with crises in Christian life, mine the tradition for a more rigorous, lively restatement of central claims about children, and offer a plethora of strategies to revive formational practices. Caldwell tends to collect wide-ranging, eclectic ideas more than to engage in reflective assessment of them. But Wigger does not want his book to fall into the "how-to variety." 58 He spends two chapters painting a sweeping overview of the biblical "story" and its relevance to home and family, addresses transcendence and sin in families, and 54 reserves the last few chapters for more directive strategies for faith formation. Both Wigger's and Caldwell's work appeals to a wider audience than do those of conventional academic scholarship. They want their ideas discussed, debated, and used by pastors, congregations, and families, and they provide discussion questions and appendixes for that purpose. As voiced in the overview for the Family and Faith book series, which Wigger coedits, the hope is to offer a "resource for those seeking to make love real in their families, congregations, and communities."
59
Here faith refers to more than how people make meaning and includes what children believe, what parents teach them, and how specific beliefs about God and self are situated, understood, and translated within particular traditions.
Four additional characteristics distinguish Caldwell and Wigger's contribution to understanding children and faith. First, home occupies a central place, as illustrated most overtly in their book titles. Caldwell has two companion books, Making a Home for Faith, on children, and Leaving Home with Faith, on youth. Wigger titles his book The Power of God at Home. Despite more than a century of religious educators from Bushnell to Coe to Westerhoff advocating greater recognition of the home, parents still largely assume, perhaps now more than ever, that it is the church that educates children.
Caldwell encourages parents to reclaim their primary role. Within her Presbyterian tradition, parenting is a central religious vocation to which adults are called. 60 It is not only a matter of recognizing an overlooked vocation. Parents are more proximate: "Parents have many more opportunities for educating their child . . . than church school teachers do in one hour, once a week." 61 Wigger also hopes to counter unthinking reliance upon Sunday school by helping parents realize how much they are "already doing to till spiritual soil." 62 He counters the normal reticence and intimidation parents feel about this by insisting that such teaching begins quite simply in "paying attention." If one looks at "life in a deeper way," one just might notice practices previously overlooked that contribute to faith formation. His entire book is, in fact, geared toward a reclamation of the home as "spiritual territory." 63 59 Ibid., vii. 60 Second, both emphasize religious practices as important for child rearing, drawing on Dorothy Bass, Robert Wuthnow, and others who have studied practices.
64 Adults should not underestimate the power daily life holds for children. Between the more commonly recognized practices of baptism and confirmation, a great deal happens in everyday practice that falls in the family's lap. Congregations assume parents know what to do. Many parents do not. Wigger specifically lifts up prayer, sacred reading, service, God talk, mealtime, and holiday festivities as activities that history itself has deemed central. More important than any particular practice is making explicit the chosen patterns or ways one lives out faith within family life. Caldwell tries to fill in the often empty space that accrues between Advent and Lent and between prayer at dinner and bedtime. She identifies a plethora of concrete suggestions, from renewed appreciation for the Sabbath, for example, to a regular post-Sunday school ritual for conversation about what was learned that morning in church. Implicit in both Wigger's and Caldwell's work is the conviction that sheer repetition and participation in any of the rich array of practices can serve to convey important religious values and virtues, such as reverence, wisdom, hospitality, and generosity.
Third, Wigger and Caldwell suggest more complex understandings of faith development. Although Wigger still considers life cycle theory helpful, he raises other kinds of questions. How is the life of faith passed on from one generation to the next? What is a family's role in Christian nurture? What is a congregation's role? How do spirituality and raising children relate to one another? The most powerful development is not from stage to stage but, perhaps portrayed best by one of his chapter titles, "From Fear to Courage," an entirely different sort of transition, with rich theological implications. Caldwell briefly mentions developmental theory as one resource but then affirms alternative metaphors of organic growth, pilgrimage, and, most important, "homemaking or making a home for faith" as a fresh way to think about formation.
65 Developmental theory can in fact impede practical discussion of the specific faith needs of both parents and children and what parents can do to facilitate faith.
Finally, both Caldwell and Wigger pair a reinvigorated understanding of parents as "primary faith educators" with an emphasis on the 64 Dorothy C. Bass, ed., Practicing Our Faith: A Way of Life for a Searching People (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1997); Robert Wuthnow, Growing Up Religious: Christians and Jews and Their Journeys of Faith (Boston: Beacon, 1999) . 65 Caldwell, Making a Home for Faith, 34, 4. fundamental "partnership between the church and the home." 66 Families and congregations must work together to help congregations become more like families and families more like worshipping communities. Wigger, like Foster, worries that family ministry programming has often undermined and divided families up rather than empowered them.
The emphasis on home, family, and congregation in religious formation, the attention to practices, and the additional metaphors for the complexity of the growth of faith in Wigger's and Caldwell's work help offset the adult centeredness, the generic definition of faith, and the assumption of childhood innocence of the previous generation. What more do these authors tell us that is distinctively new or theological about children themselves, however? Unfortunately, despite their helpful insights into the responsibilities of adults and the faith community, neither Wigger nor Caldwell delves significantly into children's religious experience or the theological nature of children. Caldwell makes some interesting, even if relatively sparse, claims. She asserts children's proximity to religious questions without romanticizing this capacity. Children are "naturally curious about the mysteries of God," although adults often teach children to "reject their epiphanies," as Kathleen Norris notes.
67 A key adult role, then, is preserving space for the religious imagination of young people. Otherwise, she depends largely on popular ideas of well-known psychologists, such as Robert Kegan and Mary Pipher.
Wigger also does not comment in any extensive way upon the nature of children. But his entire enterprise is guided by three implicit theological assumptions that merit more development: children deserve immense respect, adults have much to learn from attending to them, and nurture of children's faith is an essential Christian vocation and imperative. "Jane [his wife] and I," he confesses, "have been learning a lot about who we are as we raise our [children] and as they raise us." 68 Children's fears and faults are not that different from adult foibles, except that children need assurance from older people and the religious community that their nightmares are not real, that their vulnerability is respected, and that the gift of freedom entails responsibility. These assumptions are motivated by his own Christian background and are made more apparent in the personal stories he tells about his own parenting than in his theoretical reflections. Both Caldwell and Wigger tend to downplay the specific theological content of what children need to learn from adults. Caldwell refers to the Deuteronomic codes that command adults to recite the Shema, the Great Commandment to love God, to children day and night, coming in and going out. This requires, she says, both "inward affirmation and visible external practices."
69 Both Caldwell and Wigger propound what I would call similar concrete practical imperatives: honor mealtime; involve children in food preparation, dinner rituals, and cleanup; include children in acts of service; read with children, not just scripture but good fiction and poetry; talk candidly about hard religious questions; foster festivities that protect children from an invasive materialistic culture; and learn again from children how to play. Such imperatives assume broader theological values and beliefs about children and adults that mostly go unstated.
The lack of explicit investigation of the theological nature and needs of childhood partly results from the intended lay rather than academic audience. Religious education faces the dilemmas of any practical theological field aimed at the three publics of academy, church, and society. On the one hand, several decades ago, scholars encouraged by fresh understandings of practical theology as an academic discipline redefined religious education as more than a technical application of theology to congregational programs. They hoped to foster "theologian-teachers," not Sunday school teachers. 70 They also hoped to demonstrate religious education's academic and public role. This contributed to a distancing from children, who were presumed unable to comprehend theological concepts and who were regarded as a private responsibility.
71 Yet ironically, on the other hand, when recent scholars make the religious community a prime audience and children a prime topic, they often bracket critical theological questions about the nature and needs of childhood as understood within the Christian tradition.
a "child-eye's view": seeing children and faith anew deal about the oversights in religious education's conception of the child in the past twenty-five years.
Berryman never felt beholden to the definitions and limitations of religious education's place in the academy or congregation. He did not enter the field through typical routes; he worked at the intersection of three often-distinct specialized ministries of pastoral care, worship, and education; and he focused his research almost entirely upon children in the classroom. Although his primary publication, Godly Play, is now widely known among church educators and academics alike, it received few critical reviews in academic journals, and he is often not mentioned in overviews of religious education.
72 Chronologically, he began his constructive exploration of children about the same time as Fowler and Westerhoff in the 1970s, but he has an immediate investment in childhood as a subject matter itself that goes beyond that of Wigger and Caldwell. 73 Berryman prizes children as full participants in Christian community, able to enter into faithful encounter with God if provided the space and language to do so. Godly Play offers exacting details on just how to foster this and why.
One wonders, indeed, if Berryman received little initial academic attention because he so seriously attempts a "child's-eye view" and refuses to allow adult thinking to set the course. 74 The neglect of his work is especially interesting here because, although he discusses extensively the technical details of how to implement his "worshipeducation," he also offers the most explicit reflection on the theological nature of childhood. His approach and conclusions expose a kind of reflection missing in other scholars.
A trained Montessorian with both ministry and law degrees, Berryman is shaped powerfully by his own children, a daughter with spina bifida in particular; his ministry with children in hospital, church, and school settings; and his extensive experience with Montessori education and work with Sofia Cavalletti in Rome. In Godly Play Berryman makes clear his debt to Cavalletti and her book The Religious Potential of the Child. He first saw her demonstrate how young children might 72 See the overview texts cited in n. 7 above. 73 Knox, 1990) , appeared over a decade later. It is noteworthy that around the same time child psychiatrist Robert Coles also published his third book in a trilogy about children, The Spiritual Life of Children (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1990) , an inside look at religious ideas of children based on interviews. 74 Berryman, Godly Play, 80. are subjects in their own right, capable of and even in need of theological reflection on ultimate matters-death, aloneness, meaning, and freedom-that they, like adults, experience in their own way. "Children do have an awareness of the existential limits to their being and their knowing," he insists. They "are crying out in ways we do not recognize for the language tools to help them build a life that takes such ultimate concerns into consideration." 80 When children and adults laugh and play in the context of religious symbol, story, and celebration, language for and encounter with God is possible.
beyond faith development: new understandings of children and childhood When Dykstra and Sharon Parks edited one of the first volumes devoted solely to Fowler's ideas in 1986, they admitted that their focus on one individual theorist was unusual. They speculated that Fowler made a major impression because his work expressed "a wider cultural and intellectual mood" and represented a "consolidation and crystallization of a whole way of seeing things."
81 He articulated something people knew but could not put into words themselves. And so stage theory became cultural myth.
Theories, however, can sometimes become "blinders," as Fowler himself cautioned when he first articulated his stage theory. They limit "our ability to see to only those features . . . we can name and account for."
82 He encourages an Erikson-like "playfulness" with theory. He intends his theory as only "one constituent component" of a larger picture of faith.
83 But perhaps good typologies that organize so lucidly a slice of reality are just too tempting. There has been, it seems, almost no other place to start when talking about children and faith than with stages of faith. Stage theory made valuable discoveries about development. But rendering faith a human universal and a formal rather than content-specific category made it difficult to grapple with other elements essential to childhood. For nearly three decades fascination with its categories stifled other ways of thinking about children and faith. Ensuing discussions of stage theory, with Dykstra and Parks's book as 80 Ibid., x. 81 Dykstra and Parks, Faith Development and Fowler, 2. 82 a good example, pay little attention to children. People seem to forget that the stages begin in infancy, childhood, and youth.
Fortunately, recent developments in religious education reveal a fresh trend. Coming out from under the shadow of old paradigms of faith development, recent literature reflects a refreshingly new interest in children and in theological reflection on and with children that has much to contribute to the study of religion. Whereas a few decades ago, scholars studied childhood primarily for the sake of understanding adult development, childhood has now become an important theological subject matter itself. Seeing faith from a "child-eye's view" alters not only what is seen but how and why it is seen and even its very size, shape, and significance.
